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ENGLISH GEORGIAN PERIOD 1800S WALNUT TABLE WITH DRAWER AND
TURNED BALUSTER LEGS

$4,995
An English Georgian period walnut table circa 1800 with rectangular top, beveled edges, single drawer, slender turned baluster

legs on ball feet and H-Form cross stretcher. Radiating an undeniable charm, this English Georgian period walnut table, circa
1800, is a harmonious blend of sophistication and functionality. Its timeless appeal and historical significance make it a

treasured piece that will effortlessly elevate any space it adorns. The table's rectangular top, accentuated by beveled edges,
exudes undeniable character. The walnut wood showcases its natural warmth and beauty, while the top's surface brings

attention to the wood's captivating grain pattern. A single, discreet drawer graces the table, seamlessly melding with its design
while providing convenient storage. Below the table's surface, slender turned baluster legs rest on charming ball feet, their
delicate design lending an air of grace and sophistication to the piece. Their stately form and exquisite detailing showcase a
refined sense of craftsmanship that is truly emblematic of the Georgian period. An H-Form cross stretcher unites the legs,

providing structural support while offering an additional design element that complements the table's overall aesthetic. The
stretcher's simplicity allows the piece's other features to shine, creating a sense of harmony and balance. This English Georgian
period walnut table, circa 1800, is a captivating piece that blends elegance, functionality, and history. Its rectangular top with

beveled edges, single drawer, slender turned baluster legs on ball feet, and H-Form cross stretcher all come together to create a
truly remarkable addition to any home, offering a sense of warmth and timeless beauty that will not go unnoticed.

Height: 30.5 in (77.47 cm)

Width: 47.5 in (120.65 cm)

Depth: 24.25 in (61.6 cm)

SKU: A 4419
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